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With the rapid progress of our open-up policy, the perfection of 
Renminbi exchange-rate mechanism is under consideration. Foreign exchange 
market is very important for the formation of balanced Renminbi exchange 
rate. A better trading system is the precondition to meet this need. The first 
step is to establish US-dollar dealer system and improve our foreign market 
trading mechanism. 
In this paper, I try to do a pilot study on the trading system selection and 
design in China’s foreign exchange market. Trading system is the core issue of 
market microstructure theory. Its research on price formation provides 
theoretical guideline for the design of financial market trading system. The 
Introduction gives a brief summary upon the development of market 
microstructure theory, mainly presenting some conclusions on market 
structure and design, which become the theoretical background of this paper. 
In part I, Firstly, I make an introduction on the basic concepts and 
compositions of trading system. In general, trading system is classified by two 
categories: auction system and dealer system. In real markets the trading 
systems are actual combinations of these two basic systems. Secondly, I 
introduce the targets of trading system design and the relationship between 
them. Finally I take a deep study on the trading system of foreign exchange 
market, and make it clear that there must be some influences on trading 
system because of the differrences between foreign exchange market and 














direction for the design of our foreign exchange trading system. 
In part II, on the basis of summing up our foreign exchange trading 
system nowadays, I bring forward a deep analysis about the existing problems 
in our system design and operation. In part III, combining those existing 
problems and overseas experience on that, I take an analysis on the selection 
of our foreign exchange trading system reform. I point out that the US-dollar 
dealer system should be the breaking point, and we should establish foreign 
exchange dealer system gradually on this basis. ThenI make some concrete 
suggestions on that. In order to make this system work smoothly, there must 
be some auxiliary reforms on the foreign exchange management system and 
exchange rate policy. Finally, I emphasize some points that should be paid 
attention to when putting the US-dollar dealer system into practice. 
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表 1  市场微观结构理论关于价格形成的基本理论模型② 


































                                                        
① 由于本文以交易制度为研究对象，因此对微观结构理论关于价格形成的部分只做简要介绍。 
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者提交价格为 pask+δ ，数量为 qL 的限价卖单。如果这个订单被执行，表
明市场上的市价订单数量 Q>qa。如果交易对手是非知情交易者，那么限
价订单提交者期望收益为： 
（pask+δ ])|[ uvE =Θ− min[qL,Q-qa].                      (1) 
（1）式为正，因为卖价比价格期望值要高。如果交易对手是知情交
易者，限价订单提交者的期望收益为： 
askLask qQqpiQvE −−−=Θ− ,min[)],|[( δ ]              （2） 
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